New Media Gallery

ASSEMBLY
FOR TEACHERS

SEPT 18 - DEC 5

K-12 Students
Tuesday - Thursday
9:00 am - 3:00 pm
1.5 - 3 hours
Maximum: 26 students
Fee: $150 (tour included)
education@newmediagallery.ca

ABOUT SCHOOL PROGRAMS
We’re excited to share information on our New Media Gallery School Programs. Page One of this
handout describes how our School programs are structured; Page Two describes the feature
Exhibition.

WORKS

All School Programs consist of a Pre-activity, an Exhibition Tour, and an Art + Technology Workshop.
Our Programs are always built around the feature exhibition at New Media Gallery. These exhibitions
are planned well in advance and we welcome questions about upcoming exhibitions. Every program is
developed through discussions between our dedicated School Instructor, the Program Coordinator and
the Curators. We debate different ways to encourage creative and innovative making skills, how

Fiona Tan

students can be encouraged to use basic technologies in creative and innovative ways, and how we

Archive (2019)

will present and discuss complex ideas. We also discuss how to incorporate Curriculum requirements
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Elizabeth Price
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+ Core Competencies. The complexity and content of each School Program is gauged and developed
around 3 categories: Primary, Intermediate and Secondary.

School Tours : 30 - 45 minutes,
Our popular School Tours will introduce your students to technology-based works by exceptional,
international artists. We use Plain Language principles. We ask questions. Our goals are to encourage
a life-long love of art; introducing students to exciting + novel methods of visual communication and
encouraging them to interpret and enjoy complex ideas.

Zimoun
278 Prepared dc-motors, cotton balls,
cardboard boxes , 51 x 51 x 51cm (2010
-2021)

School Pre-Activity : Completion in 1 - 2 lessons
Pre-activities are lead by the Teacher in their home classroom. These activities can be completed over
time. This is a creative making exercise, directly linked to the workshop. Each pre-activity usually
requires students to create one component that will be used in the Arts + Tech Workshop. We provide
clear instructions, diagrams, helpful hints and some supplies.
Arts + Technology Workshop : 1.5 - 3 Hours / dependent on age-group
Our workshops are intensive, Arts + Technology making workshops that are linked to curricular
competencies. Students work in Teams to plan, build and present a creative project that responds to
selected aspects of the exhibition. We focus on visual communication, thinking and teamwork and
encourage the imaginative and innovative use of technologies, techniques, and materials. Workshops
usually take place in NMG Lab, next to the gallery; larger groups may use a different room. We provide
all supplies and technologies. (Technologies such as Littlebits must remain with NMG Lab at the end of
the workshop.)
Contact: Chris Jung, Program Coordinator - New Media Gallery, education@newmediagallery.ca

ABOUT THE ASSEMBLY EXHIBITION
A collection, a set of instructions, an archive, a system. This is the Assembly. We
recognize the power of an assembly that works, moves and thinks together with
apparent order and regularity. There is a potent force in the impressions and sounds of
order, be they utopian or dystopian. Through video, 3-D digital modelling, sound,
robotics and physical construction…and through extensive research and historical
reconstruction, the three artists in this exhibition present us with works of art that
consider the rise and fall of order. They explore how we physically experience order; how
we try to make sense, maintain harmony, struggle or relinquish attempts to order a
seemingly chaotic world.
We have an innate desire to control what we often interpret as a world in chaos. The
history of order tells the story of our desire to collect, analyze, categorize and control
great quantities of knowledge, data, information and people. The will to order is
considered one of the essential forces driving human behaviour leading to such things as
laws and institutional systems, rational and scientific thought, educational systems,
political and public health orders....war. Art itself can be understood as a will to order in
the development of systems, rules and organizations. At the same time creative thought
is considered a powerful force for breaking down order. And when the assembly breaks
down what follows? Out of the chaos new orders are swiftly born.
ZIMOUN is known for his monumental, physical sound constructions made from common
materials. Purpose-made for New Media Gallery, the work features 278 large, bespoke
cardboard boxes that are built + wired into a massive, sound tower. On each box a rotating,
robotic element is installed, ending in a ball on a wire. We enter this ‘micro-world’ and find
ourselves surrounded by beating, robotic drums that convey a strange synchronicity + power.
FIONA TAN often explores identity, memory + history. Tan spent two years creating the fullscale, 3-D digital model used in her film. We journey through the great archive of Paul Otlet.
His innovative dream was to collect, order and share all the knowledge in the world, believing it
would lead to world peace. Otlet is acknowledged as the ‘Father of Information Science’ and
connections can be made to the World Wide Web and the internet. The film conveys an
impression of a collapse and a downfall; yet we do not see the reason for destruction or the
fact that Otlet died in 1944. Using careful film techniques, the artist communicates the lost
potential of a once great collection of knowledge.
ELIZABETH PRICE, winner of the prestigious Turner Prize, is known for her meticulously
researched, richly layered video works. She often references the act of collecting and archiving.
A Restoration describes the collections and finds from a great discovery; the mythical city of
Knossos. The items we see are being re-sorted, re-ordered and re-interpreted to build a new
city by a ‘chorus’ of digital Administrators, located somewhere in the server. The Administrators
acknowledge they are using questionable + creative techniques to recreate their city; reimagining it as a vibrant place for people to live, rather than a collection of categorized objects.
Contact: Chris Jung, Program Coordinator - education@newmediagallery.ca

